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Thank you very much for buying our products. This series product can let you answer the phone and enjoy the music convenient and safe in occasions such as riding a motorcycle and ski.

The series of products have removable function, can be installed on the helmet. In order to guarantee the proper use of this product and keep it safe, please read this user manual before use.

Model 1: V1-2A

Model 2: V1-2C
V1-2A Function 1

1: ON/OFF/+ volume
2: - volume
3: Microphone
4: Anti-perspiration pads.
5: The receiver
6: USB charging port

V1-2C Function 1

1: ON/OFF/+ volume
2: - volume
3: Microphone
4: Anti-perspiration pads.
5: The receiver
6: USB charging port

V1-2A Function 2

1: ON/OFF/+ volume
2: - volume
3: Microphone
4: Anti-perspiration pads.
5: The receiver
6: USB charging port

V1-2C Function 2

1: ON/OFF/+ volume
2: - volume
3: Microphone
4: Anti-perspiration pads.
5: The receiver
6: USB charging port
Installation diagram:
open the sticky Velcro, stick on the helmet in the left side according to the arrow

After installation, the whole diagram.

Finished sticking

USB charging cable
How to use:

Power on:
Press key 1 for about 3's, hearing voice of "du", loosen your hands, the blue light flashing, power on. Power off: press key 1 for about 3's, hearing voice of "du", loosen your hands, the red light flashing, power off.

Paired with mobile phone: Shutdown state, press key 1 about 3 to 5 seconds, once voice of 'du' boot after, continue press key 1, until the red and blue lights flashing alternatively, headphones into pairing mode.
1. Place the phone in the search range of bluetooth headset, within one meter distance.
2. Open bluetooth function of mobile phone, bluetooth searching.
3. Choose "V1–2A/V1–2C" on your phone's bluetooth devices, when blue lights flashing regularly on bluetooth headset, matching success.

V1-2A,2C operation:
[Volume operation]: Power on, pairing with mobile phones, when music playing or calling state, long press the Power button can increase the volume, long press the Down key can reduce the volume.
[Call operation]: when there is a phone call, answering the phone automatically after 3 seconds.
[Decline a call]: when there is phone call, refuse to answer with pressing the power button.
[Call hang up]: when on the phone, can terminate the call with pressing the power button.
[Replay phone]: connection standby mode, double click the power button, can automatically replay the last call phone number.

[Voice dialing]: connection standby mode, long press the power key, can start the voice dialing function of the phone.

[ Connecting two Bluetooth devices]: after pairing with the first Bluetooth device, V1-2C power off and then power on again, pairing with the second Bluetooth device, when in standby mode, short press POWER + volume at the same time "-" key, (pairing successful), followed by a short press again the volume "-" key, to look up the first Bluetooth device and connecting, to make the V1-2C connecting between two devices at the same time come true.

Safety precautions:
Risk warning:
1. During the riding, any changing the setting of this product, cellphone pairing operation is prohibited in order to avoid any traffic accidents.
2. If product is smoking, hot, odour, please cut off power supply immediately, and stop using it. So as not to cause an electric shock, fire and other accidents
3. Please do not put this product into the fire, the built-in battery has the possibility of an explosion.
4. Please do not do STH without authorization remove, modification of this product, maybe will lead to product defects, and get an electric shock, fire accidents, etc.

Abnormal case handling:
1. Because of the water inside the product, or fall, impact and other causes of casing damaged, and abnormal voice, smoke, odour, such as abnormal happens, please immediately cut off the power and stop using it. It is strictly prohibited to disassembly and repair by customer.

Warning
1. Avoid harmful behaviors of the products, such as drop and shock, otherwise it will cause malfunction.
2. Please do not put the product near the fire or direct sunlight for a long time.
3. Keep this product away from children.
4. Using this product within -15°C to 50°C temperature environment, higher or lower than the temperature, will be no guarantee of normal using.
5. The company product accessories are verified by test, suggest use our verified accessories.

Note for charging

1. Please use our company's accessories USB cable for charging, lest cause the occurrence of smoke, fire, and so on.
2. If long time of no using this product, at least one time charge behavior every year, lest can't open the machine and the damage to the battery.
3. When charging, please use the power adapter and at room temperature, please avoid recharged in near fire place, lest cause smoke, even fire.
4. In the process of charging, Odour, burning, etc., please immediately cut off the power and stop using it. In order to avoid the smoke and fire accidents.